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Abstract—The
Mouse
Resource
Browser
MRB
(http://bioit.fleming.gr/mrb) is an easy-to-use database for
searching and retrieving mouse resource information.
Currently, MRB hosts a list of 200 mouse resources which are
divided in 33 different categories. Apart from core information
such as URL(s), contact information and free text descriptions
of domain content, MRB holds valuable technical information
for each resource; server technology used, relational database
management system(s) utilized, programming language(s) of
implementation, schema descriptive documents or actual
database dumps and most importantly information about the
integration and interoperability services provided. MRB also
hosts an index of ontologies – both OBO and non-OBO – and
minimum information standards for biological investigations.
Moreover, MRB has implemented the maturity scheme
developed by the CASIMIR consortium and attempts to assess
resources accordingly. Ultimately MRB's goal is to provide a
complete registry of mouse resources and their programmatic
accessibility methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

n recent years, through the use of recent technological
advances like gene cloning and transgenic technologies,
the laboratory mouse has come to serve as a premier animal
model in studying the complex mechanisms involved in
human disease. As researchers progressively rely on the
mouse as a model organism to examine the complex
mechanisms regulating disease and its pathological
processes through the application of functional genomic
platforms, such as transgenesis, targeted mutagenesis,
expression profiling and bioinformatics, an increase in data
production and the generation of numerous, scattered
biological resources for the storage and sharing of data and
biological material has been noted. These informatics
infrastructures have subsequently become an important tool
in assisting scientists to further their understanding of the
biology of human disease. The wide range of data types,
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both genomic and phenomic, together with their world wide
distribution among many differently specialised databases,
makes it potentially difficult and frequently impossible to
ensure preservation and consistency of information, data
quality and future retrieval.
In this context, CASIMIR (Coordination and
Sustainability of International Mouse Informatics Resources;
www.casimir.org.uk), a coordination action of the 6th
Framework Programme of the European Commission [1],
focuses on the coordination and integration of databases set
up in support of the 5th and 6th Framework Programme
projects containing experimental data, including sequences,
and material resources such as biological collections,
relevant to the use of the mouse as a model organism for
human disease.
According to recommendations generated by PRIME
(Priorities for mouse functional genomics research across
Europe, FP6 Coordination action: http://www.prime-eu.org/)
and information obtained from Peters et al., 2007 [2], we
have undertaken the collection of available databases of
relevance to mouse functional genomics and assembled a
useful list including a range of mouse bio- resources
available in Europe. While compiling this list of biological
resources, a need for providing a dynamic and interactive
way of presenting this list was identified. As this list of
resources is constantly enriched and/or updated, in order to
stay informed with the latest developments and handle this
ever-growing inventory, an efficient management system
was required. As a result, CASIMIR, decided to create a
database of mouse databases, the Mouse Resource Browser
– MRB (http://bioit.fleming.gr/mrb), containing information
on most available European and International mouse
resources. MRB is a resource management project that
provides a dynamic and interactive way of presenting an
updated mouse resource list, with basic categorization of all
resources, a search interface that helps users to detect the
most appropriate database(s) according to their request, an
abstract assessment of the scientific content and technical
aspects of resources based on quality criteria defined by the
CASIMIR consortium, indexes of both ontologies and
minimum information standards. Furthermore having
identified the most widely implemented interoperability
technologies utilized by the mouse community [3], MRB
projects services based on these technologies and aims to
become a portal of integration.
II. DATABASE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
MRB is the front-end of a PostgreSQL fully normalized
relational database. The front-end itself is a typical Java EE
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application that follows the MVC architectural pattern
generating three transparent layers:
1) the EJB layer,
2) the intermediate Session layer and
3) the interface/web layer.
Keeping the database schema as simple as possible and
avoiding extended use of stored procedures and DBMS
specific functions and types, the EJB layer – an object

oriented (OO) API mapped to the database – is restricted to
essential practicality. On the contrary the intermediate layer
handles most relational and combinatorial functionality
mounting to greater degrees of complexity. Finally the
interface layer handles data representation.
Currently MRB is deployed on Sun's open source
application server Glassfish.

Fig. 1. Screen shot of MRB; the view of a mouse resource demonstrating the use of tabs per data set section. Here the 'General' tab is on focus.

III. CONTENT MANAGEMENT
MRB's data collection was compiled and is being updated
through extensive literature review and web browsing, direct
or indirect resource personal contact – mostly via
questionnaires – and occasionally via user recommendations.
Data submission is only possible through MRB's curation
team, who carefully check collected or submitted data for
accuracy and completeness. In order to maintain a constantly
updated version of MRB for the user to refer to, mouse
resource information is under regular curation and is
continuously revised. The date that the information for the
respective biological resource was last revised is also
available for the user.
Contrary to all other provided information, programmatic
access related information is analyzed and presented on the

fly, based solely on the provided interoperability services
without any intervention from MRB's curators.
Even though MRB can support multiple user groups with
different levels of access rights in an ordinary CMS fashion,
it was opted to simply enable read access to all data and to
all visitors with absolutely no restriction. For obvious
reasons only administrative staff is granted write
permissions and are thus required to log in.
IV. DATA MODELING AND CONTENT DELIVERY
Conceptually MRB is governed by five primary entities;
all of which are fully searchable and provided with an index
page within the discussed application.
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A. Mouse Resource
The primary entity of MRB is – as expected –
accompanied by a detailed data set of all hosted entities.
Mouse resource data sets are divided into four smaller
sections according to the context of the details provided.
Each section is visualised as a separate tab on the central
page of every resource (Fig. 1).
The first section presents in detail general information on
the particular biological resource. These include the “About”
section where a short description of the resource is given, a
content based categorisation of the particular database, the
URL(s) of the particular database with an interactive link
provided and a contact for the user to get in touch with the
personnel of the particular resource.
The second section lists the ontologies and minimum
information (MI) standards that are utilized by a resource,
whereas the third section is devoted to technical information.
From a technical point of view mouse resources are split into
3 categories:
1) relational databases,
2) object oriented and
3) flat files
The technical tab defines the category each resource
belongs to, lists the programming languages and the
database management system(s) used to develop the
resource and indicates the server technology it is deployed

on. Additionally, file downloads related to the resource’s
schema – i.e. complete database dumps, schema dumps,
image diagrams modeling the schema etc. – are provided
where available.
With regard to interoperability the most important
provisions in the technical section are the web service links.
Presently this set includes links to plain web pages
describing how to programmatically access a resource, links
to BioMart, query interfaces and direct links to WSDL files.
All links come with an additional indicator that reflects the
status of the server each link is pointing to and an '[a]' link
(Fig. 2); a pointer to a web service analysis servlet entitled
wsAnalyzer.
wsAnalyzer aims to break down documents that describe
programmatic access to a resource on the fly, detect the
methods that enable remote access and analyze their input
and output parameters, displaying findings in a human
readable format. In the long run collecting the findings of
wsAnalyzer will be a first step to define:
1) an ontology of remote procedures and parameters
2) a MI standard for programmatic access services
Both points are considered by the members of the
CASIMIR consortium to be milestones for the
standardization of programmatic accessibility and in extent
the integration of mouse resources.

Fig. 2. The 'Technical' tab of a mouse resource view. Focusing on the 'Web Service Access' section's '[a]' link to 'wsAnalyzer'.

The current version of wsAnalyzer fully supports WSDL
1.1. Support for version 2.0 WSDL is in beta and future
releases of MRB are planned to support WADL [4].
The fourth section is dedicated to a set of quality criteria
as defined by CASIMIR participants [5]. Each criterion
exemplifies a specific topic or area of importance and has
three different levels of maturity. Resources that address
these specific topics to a certain maturity level are awarded
with an appropriate indication.

B. Category
Category – as mentioned above – is an entity mainly used
to group mouse resources according to their content and
usage. Resources usually fall into more than one category,
so each category’s dedicated view displays the number of
related resources and a short description. Category entity
entries are indexed and fully searchable.
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C. Maturity Criteria
When compiling a list, there's an almost fontal tendency
to evaluate one's findings. Naturally a set of assessment
criteria is required to proceed with such a task. Within this
context, members of the CASIMIR consortium developed a
scheme of criteria to classify the diverse collection of
resources. Confronting variability, these criteria – referred to
as maturity models – are of a broad outline with three
possible levels of variation – referred to as maturity levels.
Contrary to traditional and perhaps more strict assessment
criteria, the maturity model approach offers a rather loose
evaluation method, abstractly summarizing the range and
quality of a resource's provided services rather than
providing a subjective ranking system of hierarchical
character.
In the context of MRB, maturity model entities are
indexed and fully manageable by administrative users.
Satellite entities maturity levels – also fully manageable by
administrative users – comprise maturity models and are
therefore listed in every model’s detailed view.
D. Ontology
Considering the importance of ontologies in biomedical
data integration [6], [7] and their penetration in the mouse
community, MRB's provision of an ontology index was
important to support and facilitate interoperability through
accepted semantic standards. Closely related to the central
entity of MRB, the ontology entity is provided with an index
view, listing all entries. Moreover each ontology is
accompanied by a small dataset consisting of a short
description, an indication of whether the ontology is an OBO
or non-OBO ontology and an indication of whether it is
made in-house or not. A list of external links to various
resources – i.e. the ontology's home, its latest downloadable
version in OBO or OWL format etc. – are also provided. All
indexed ontologies are fully searchable.
E. MIBBI
Since standardization is such a pivotal prerequisite for the
integration of – mouse – resources, projects falling under the
MIBBI (Minimum Information for Biological and
Biomedical Investigations) umbrella tend to be crucial points
of reference. The rationale of developing MI checklists to
describe methods, data and analyses [8] has resulted in the
consolidation of standards such as MIAME and is constantly
winning ground.
An index of fully searchable and manageable MIBBI
projects is provided by MRB. The MIBBI entity – within
MRB's context – is followed, in a similar fashion to the
ontology entity, by a short description and a list of related
resources.
V. QUERYING AND OTHER DATABASE FEATURES
MRB provides a browsing/filtering interface to the
underlying data, allowing formulation of queries in order to
narrow down the list of potential results and to coordinate
screening of certain biological databases and resources.
Specifically, the mouse resource index page bears two drop-

down menus; one to sort the collection either alphabetically
or according to the date they were last revised and a second
one to filter data according to their resource category.
Alternatively stored data can be queried formulating ad hoc
(string) queries. At all times, the user can enter the desired
query word(s) into the available text box on the top of the
page and seek for the particular word(s) at all levels of the
database. In all cases, a chart is automatically generated with
the corresponding results. Returned results may include
mouse resources, resource categories, ontologies and
minimum information standards, which in turn can be
accessed by simply clicking on their appearing title.
Tracking mouse resource page loads, MRB generates a
list of recently visited resources similar to the 'Customers
Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed' feature of commercial
web sites. The underlying principle of the feature is to
introduce users to potentially useful resources.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The Mouse Resource Browser exceeding its initial goal –
to become a content management system of mouse resources
and databases – is aiming to become an intercessional link
between resources of the mouse community. Focusing on
integration and interoperability, collected information
includes – amongst others – technical and programmatic
accessibility details, ontologies and MI checklists.
Use of standards both in the framework of ontologies and
metadata figuration is considered essential for the
integrational potential of resources and – at least within the
mouse community – is slowly becoming common practice.
On the contrary, interoperability services provided by
mouse resources clearly need improvements. The review of
interoperability technologies and the use-case example
developed by CASIMIR members [3] pinpoints future
directions and demonstrates how technologies like web
services [9] and software like Taverna [10] and Molgenis
[11] can be utilized to accomplish interoperation.
Following recommendations by and discussions with
fellow CASIMIR members, future versions of MRB will
include:
--An enhanced version of the wsAnalyzer feature, so as
to support WSDL version 2.0 and WADL.
--Web Services in order to allow programmatic access
to MRB's mouse resource collection.
--A Web Service generator for indexed mouse
resources based on Molgenis. The central idea is to provide
an application programming interface for resources that do
not provide interoperability services with the simplest
possible way by just opening a port and granting direct
access to the actual database.
The source code of the Mouse Resource Browser
application is available under the GNU General Public
License (GPL) as a binary download and via cvs from the
CASIMIR
sourceforge
project
page
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/casimir-org-uk/).
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